
Price
(incl. VAT)

Domestic Use

Year Warranty*

Professional Use

Year Warranty

*subject to an annual service

The HRX 537 is at the forefront of lawnmower 
technology, delivering the ultimate in performance 
and durability. This 21” model is ideal for the larger 
lawn – smooth, quiet performance and hydrostatic 
drive allowing you to cut your lawn at your own 
pace. The simple and convenient electric key start 
ignition makes starting even easier and advanced 
features ensure you'll achieve the perfect lawn 
with minimal effort and maximum safety. 

21" Hydrostatic Drive Lawnmower
HRX 537 HZ

Key start
The electric key start ignition makes 
starting even easier, and is fitted in 
addition to the standard recoil start.
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Versamow System™
Revolutionary 4-in-1 system 
that allows you to Mulch, Bag, 
Discharge and Leaf Shred by 
simply altering the Clip Director.

Quick release  
folding handle
Quick and simple 

folding for easy storage 
and transporting.

Xenoy® deck
An advanced and extremely 

durable material developed for 
Honda that does not dent, rust 

or corrode over time.

Hydrostatic  
drive 

Smooth hydrostatic drive 
allows you to cut at your 

own speed, yet maintains 
a constant blade speed for 

a perfect cut. 

Microcut twin blades
Four cutting surfaces create smaller 

blades of grass that decompose quickly. 
Combined with the 88 litre bag, you can 
mow 50% further than previous models, 

before emptying the bag. 

Roto-stop®

When you release the handle the engine continues 
but the blades stop – leave the engine running to 
empty the grass bag or drive across gravel paths 
with complete safety and peace of mind.

187cc OHC  
4-stroke engine
Powerful GCV190 engine is the  
lightest in its class. Quiet and kinder 
to the environment. An Auto Choke 
System intelligently adjusts for 
perfect starting and running, 
whatever the conditions.

9" wheels
Superior traction and a 
smoother ride. Seven 
cutting heights give the 
flexibility for any lawn.
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